We extend the classical Budan-Fourier theorem to Hermite-Birkhoff splines, that is splines whose knots are determined by a finite incidence matrix. This is then applied to problems of interpolation by Hermite-Birkhoff splines, where the nodes of interpolation are also determined by a finite incidence matrix. For specified knots and nodes in a finite interval, conditions are examined under which there is a unique interpolating spline for any interpolation data. For knots and nodes spaced periodically on the real line, conditions are examined under which there is a unique interpolating spline of power growth for data of power growth.
1. Introduction. By an incidence matrix we shall mean a matrix whose entries are zero or one. Take incidence matrices £=||£l7llr=o;=o and F= H^ll^o and let x = (x0,... ,xm), 0 = xQ < xx < ■ ■ • < xm -1.
We define ?(£, We shall refer to the following interpolation problem as the I.P. (£, F, x).
Í For numbers {yu; E¡¡= 1}, find/ G f(£, x) (1.1) \^s atisfying/(/)(x,) = ytJ.
We say the I.P. (£, F, x) is poised if for any choice of {y¡j}, (1.1) has a unique solution.
The case of interpolation by polynomials, i.e. 0 < ¡: < m => Ftj■. -0, has been studied extensively. The study was initiated by G. D. Birkhoff [2] and later revived by Schoenberg [16] who called this problem Hermite-Birkhoff (HB) interpolation and introduced the notion of an incidence matrix.
Next suppose (£, F, x) are as above with the extra condition that E0j = EmJ and F0j = Fmj, j = 0,...,n.
We define ß(F,x):={f: R -C; W G Z, f\ (v + Xj, v + xi+x) G -¡r", i = 0,... ,m -1, anàf{"-J\v + xT ) = /("_»(f + x,+ ) V(j, y) with FlV = 0}. For any v, i,j we write /<»(f + *,) = H/0)(" + *r ) +/0)(" + *,+ )}■ We shall refer to the following 'cardinal' interpolation problem as the C.I.P.
(E,F,x).
[For sequences of numbers {y°'J)} = {(^<'",))°1_ ; 0 < ; < m, (1) (2) [ and £,y = 1}, find/ G Q(F,x) satisfyingf(J\v + x,)= y(J-J).
In [10] Lipow and Schoenberg considered the C.I.P. (£, F, x) for the following case: m = 1, « is odd, £ = £and for some 1 < r < {(n + 1), 1, j = 0,...,r-l, E°J Ex> 10, j = r,...,n.
In this case G(F, x) comprises cardinal Hermite splines with knots of multiplicity r at the integers. The problem (1.2) then requires interpolation of the spline and its first (r -1) dérivâtes at the integers, and is called cardinal Hermite interpolation. In this case it is proved in [10] that the C.I.P. is 'poised' in the following sense.
We say the C.I.P. (£, £, x) is poised if the following holds. Suppose {y°'j)} have power growth, i.e. there is a number y with y¡;'J) = 0(\ v\y) as v -> ± oo, V(¿, j). Then (1.2) has a unique solution of power growth of the same order, i.e. f(x) = 0(\ x |y) as x -»±oo.
In §2 of this paper we derive an extension of the classical Budan-Fourier theorem to elements of f(/, x), which is then applied in § §3 and 4, where we investigate conditions under which problems (1.1) and (1.2) are poised. The work of § §2 and 4 is further exploited in another paper of the authors [6] .
2. The Budan-Fourier theorem for HB splines. For any incidence matrix F = \\Fij\\r=Oj=o and x = (x0,. . . ,xm), a = x0 < • • • < xm = b, we define ?<,(£):= UF,*):= {/: R->*; f\(x"xl+l)
If/is an element of f0(£) for some F, we say/is an HB spline. By a block in £ we mean a sequence {(/, j)},j = k,...,k + 1-1, with £,7 = 1, k <_/' < Â: + / -1, and Fi(A_,, ^ 1 ¥= Fi(k+Iy The block is called even or odd as / is even or odd. We say the block is supported if 3i,, /2, /, y2 wilh 'i "^ ' < '2>/i' Í2 < â nd £ = £ = 1. We let ¿(£) denote the number of supported odd blocks in F.
Both Lorentz [11] and Schumaker [17] have derived bounds of the following form for the number of zeros of HB splines. If / G f0(£) has exact degree n (that is/("+ " is the zero function and/'"' is not the zero function), then where Z(f) denotes the number of zeros of /in (a, b) counted with multiplicity in some specified manner. These results were an improvement of a similar result by Ferguson [4] and indeed an estimate of this type was given much earlier by Birkhoff [2] .
We now recall the classical Budan-Fourier theorem which gives a bound for the number of zeros of a polynomial in an interval (a, b). For a real vector v = (v0,.. .,vk), let S~ v (or S+v) denote the minimal (or maximal) number of sign changes in the sequence v achievable by appropriate assignment of signs to the zero entries of v. If Sv = S+ v, we denote their common value by Sv. Then the Budan-Fourier theorem states that if p is a polynomial of exact degree n, then
where Z(p) denotes the number of zeros of p in (a, b) counted with multiplicity in the usual way. This result has been generalised by Melkman [12] and by deBoor and Schoenberg [3] to give a bound for the number of zeros of Hermite splines, that is HB splines where for i = 1,... ,m -1, there is a number K¡ such that F¡, = 1 iff
We shall prove a result of Budan-Fourier type for HB splines which generalises both (2.1) and (2. If a = ß is not a knot (i.e. not an element of x), then this is the usual multiplicity. We say [a, ß] is a continuous zero if s > 1, i.e. f(a~) = f(ß+ ) = 0. Finally we let Z( / ) denote the total number of zeros of / counted with multiplicity. This zero count is slightly stronger than those considered by Lorentz [11] and Schumaker [17] . Our proof uses both the approach of [3] and that introduced in [4] , which is used also in [11, 17] . We shall need the following lemma which is essentially Lemma 1.2 of Karlin and Micchelli [8] . Typel.f(yyf(y)+>0.
Type 2.f(yTf(y)+ < 0 and/'(y) V(y)+ < 0. Thus there are at least v = d3 zeros of/' of type (a) or (b). In addition we have at least d2 zeros off at discontinuities of /of Type 2. So we have
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, which gives (2.3). Now if/is continuous at af, then af = a¡-and S(f(af)+ ,f'(af)+) = 0. Also if/ is continuous at £y, then bf = bf, and S( f(bfy ,f'(bf.y ) = 1. So we also have
Now take an incidence matrix F-l|£,yll,107=o and/G f0(£, x) of exact degree n. We define matrices G = II G,7 ll£""=o and 77 = || Hu ll£0"=0 bY
, if x, is a discontinuity of/(" y> of Type 3, Then by repeated application of (2.4) we have
Finally repeated application of (2.6) gives
Combining (2.7), (2.8) and (2. MsoZ(fw)<^JxxHi0-2.
Thus (2.10) gives m-\ n Z(f)< 2 2Hu + S-{f(a+),...,f<"\a+))
We can similarly deduce (2.11) for other values of p and q by suitable application of (2.3)-(2.6).
Now suppose H¡j = 2. Then if G¡U_X) = 1, x¡ is a discontinuity of f("~J+X) of Type 1 and so HiU-X) = 0. Also if Gi(j+X) = 1, x¡ is a discontinuity of f("~j~X) of Type 1 or 2 and so Hi{j+X) = 0. Also/("~7+1)(.x,)~ ^ 0 and so /', < i and/', <_/ with Gjj = 1. Similarly 3/2 > i andj2 <j with G¡, = 1. The result then follows from (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13).
We can immediately deduce the following.
3. The interpolation problem (£, F, x). We now consider the I.P. (£, £, x) as in (1.1). Since the problem is independent of the values of F0j and FmJ,j = 0,... ,n, we may assume, without loss of generality (3.1) £"=1 iff£,("_y) = 0, i = 0orm,j = 0,...,n.
For (E,F,x) to be poised we require the number of interpolation conditions 2, jEjj to equal the dimension of f(£, x), namely n + 1 + 2{/7: 0 < / < m, 0 «£j: *£ n). This condition can be written neatly by defining, for any matrix A = \\A¡j ll£L0"=0, is the zero function.
Our first result reveals a duality between the matrices £ and £. Since the original submission of this work, we discovered this had already been proved by Jetter [7] , but we retain our proof for completeness. \ \n -r,...,nj j
These conditions have been considered by various authors in various forms and under various names, [7, 13, 15] . If (£, F) satisfies (3.4) and (3.5) for any 0 < r < n, 0 < k < I *£ m, we shall say (£, £) satisfies the Pólya conditions.
We next turn out attention to conditions on (£, £) that are sufficient for the I.P. (£, £, x) to be poised for any x. For the case when 0 < i < m => F¡j■ = 0, there is a well-known result by Atkinson and Sharma [1] which states that the I.P. (£, F, x) is poised if £ satisfies the Pólya conditions and has no supported odd blocks. This we proceed to generalise.
Following standard terminology we say an incidence matrix £ = || i^,-||£L0jL0 is quasi-Hermite if for í = 1,... ,m -1 there is a number M¡ > 0 such that E¡j = 1 iff J < M, Theorem 3.2. Suppose (£, £) satisfies the Pólya conditions and E¡j = 1 => £,<"-,) = 0 V(i, /') (i.e. we do not interpolate at a discontinuity). Suppose further that one of the matrices E, F is quasi-Hermite and the other has no supported odd blocks. Then the I.P. (£, £, x) is poised for any x.
Proof. Suppose £ is quasi-Hermite and b(F) = 0. We shall assume the I.P. (£, £, x) is not poised and reach a contradiction. Then 3 nonzero /G f0(£, x) satisfying (3.3).
Choose r,k,l, 0 < r < n, 0 < k < I < m, such that f(xk)~ = f(x,)+ = 0, / has exact degree r on (xk, xf) and/is oscillating in (xk, x¡), i.e. /does not vanish on any nontrivial interval in (xk, x¡). Let F = F(nk_-r•■•' ").
Then for x = (xk,... ,x¡), 3 nonzero g G f0(£, x) with g = / on (xk, x¡). Also b(F) = 0. So by Corollary 2.1,
by the Pólya conditions.
But gU)(x¡) = 0 V(z', j) with E¡j = 1, and since all zeros in (xk, x¡) are isolated, we have Z(g) > 2'=} + 1 ^,rJ=QEij, which gives the required contradiction.
The result is therefore true if £ is quasi-Hermite and b(F) = 0. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that it is also true if £ is quasi-Hermite and b(E) -0. □
The cardinal interpolation problem (E,F,x).
We now consider the C.I.P. (£, f, x) as in (1.2). We again assume condition (3.2) but instead of (3.1) we assume the weaker condition, (£2, £2, x) are both poised. We let 6° = G°(E, F, x) denote the ¿-dimensional space comprising all solutions of (1.2) when all sequences yUJ) are zero. We note that there is a nonsingular matrix C = IIC "II,, "eJ such that for any/ G 6°, (4.2) /<">(1) = q,,/<"(0), p,vGJ.
For the case of cardinal Hermite interpolation we see from Theorem 4.1 that 6°h as dimension n + 1 -2r. In [10] Lipow and Schoenberg construct a basis for C°c omprising what they term eigensplines, and then use this basis to prove that the C.I.P. is poised. Their work has been generalised by Micchelli [14] and the work of this section is a direct generalisation of §2 of [14] .
We call any/in G° an eigenspline for the C. Thus the problem is invariant under the transformation x -» 1 -x and so X is an eigenvalue iff X-' is an eigenvalue. This immediately gives us the following result. We also note that the duality between £ and £ extends to the following result concerning eigenvalues. For the case of cardinal Hermite interpolation, Lipow and Schoenberg show in [10] that (-l)rC is an oscillation matrix and thus C has d distinct eigenvalues of sign (-\)r. Following Micchelli [14] , we shall show that under certain conditions the matrix C ■= \\\ Cpv \ \\"veJ is an oscillation matrix, and then apply Theorem 4.4 to examine, under certain conditions, the eigenvalues of C.
We now state conditions on (£, £) that we shall assume throughout the rest of this paper. We shall not interpolate at a discontinuity, i.e. we assume £,7=1-£,("_" = 0.
We assume further that £ is quasi-Hermite and F = II F¡j ll,"L0"=0 has no supported odd blocks, where
Oorm, and £,("-,) = 0, Also we assume (£', £') and (£2, £2) satisfy the Pólya conditions. Thus by Of course by duality, for any result we deduce under the above assumptions, there is a corresponding result when the conditions on £ and £ are interchanged. It is straightforward to verify that (£', £', x) and (£2, £2, x) satisfy the Pólya conditions and so (£, £, x) satisfies all the hypotheses required for the application of Corollary 4.3. This example includes all the particular examples considered in [14] .
To give a more specific example not considered in [14] we consider the following symmetric C.I.P. (£, £, x) with m s* 2, n > 5.
For i = 1,...,ot -1, £, = 1 iff /' = 0 or 1 and F¡¡ =1 iff / = 1 or 2. Also £0I = F01 = 1, 2 < l"j=0 £0, = 2;=0 F0J < 2m, and E0j = 1 => £0("_/) = 0. It is easily checked that this is a special case of the previous example.
